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ABSTRACT 

The value of Route Guidance Systems (RGS) has been recognized since the 

ninetan seventies, but only ment technological advances in cornputer science, positional 

devices, and geographical inf&~~tion systems have made the practical implernentation of 

RGS possible. 

Two of the basic issues in route guidance systems, the objectives of this -ch, 

are road network modeling and optimal path searching* 

Unlike many other kinds of data handled routinely by most information qstems, 

geographical data in road networks are complicated by the fact that they are encapsulated 

with rich intemal attributes and structurai relations between components, which implies 

that higher requirements for data handling mechanism are necessary. The relational data 

model, which is the dominant data model used in commercial GIS, has proved to be 

hadequate for road network modehg. In this research, the applicability of the object- 

oriented data model is investigated, and the basic classes defined. As was expected, this 

model shows its efficiencies in te- of data rnanipuiation, model extensi'bility, data 

semantics, and reducing data redmdaucy. 

Optimal path searching algorithms are hem studied In particular, the searchhg 

spaces of D*@ijkstra's algorith), A* , and BA*(Bi-directional A*) algorihns are 

investigated. The relationship between the number of nodes involved in the searching 

process and the accuracy of the solution in A* algorithm arr examined. Fmally, a new 

optimal path searching algorithm is proposed and the rrsults will demonsirat the 

reliability and efficiency of this algoritbm- 
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The value of Route Guidance Monnation Systems (RGIS) has been recognized 

siuce the nineteen seventies. Since then, numemus navigation reIated technologies have 

been developed, but only the ment  tecbnoIogicai advances in cornputer science, 

positioning devices, and geographical information systems, have made the practical 

impiementation of RGIS possibe. 

Some of the nasons for the high demand of route guidance information systems 

are for the protection of human Me, economy, security, and travel time management. 

Some studies have shown the benefits gained by using such systems. For example, the 

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development [OECD, 19883 published a 

study report on the benefits of mute guidance systems which indicates that billions of 

dollars are lost annually by the indusmalized nations due to the lack of appropriate route 

bOUidance systems. 

A number of other studies have shown that drivers often take routes which are 

longer then the optimum routes, due to a lack of knowledge of those optimum routes. 

These studies conclude that on average, 6% of the total mileage driven and 12% of the 

total travel time are excess travel beyond the optimum route Cyuval, 19891. In the light of 

such £indings, it is clear that substantial reductions in travel can be achieved, if cirivers are 

assisted in their route selection. 

1.1 Route Guidance Idormation Systems 

Route Guidance Information Systems cm provide driven with information 

regarding the road network They produce a sequence of routing instructions and suggest 

the recommended routes to reach specific destinations. 



Among many dennitions of route guidance systems, W w s l q  [Krakiwsky, 

1987, BuIlock, 1995 ] pfesented that a RGIS allows a driver to: 

(a) position a vehicle using signais h m  satefites and information 

fIom on-board positionhg devices; 

(b) plot the position on a CRT or flat panel display; 

(c) call up a digithed elecm>nic map of the area and see the 

vehicle's position relative to a desired location(s); and, 

(d) obtain instructions (visual andlor audio) using an expert system 

on how to procecd nom the present location to the desirrd 

Location. 

GeneraUy speaking, the RGIS consisa of four primary modules, namely 

positioning and locating module, database on road network, best route calculation, and 

route guidance modules meginald, 199 1, Lapaime, 19921. 

Positioning and locating moduies give answers to the question of "where am 1 

?". Positioning and locating are the two key technologies behind any route guidance 

systerns. Positioning technologies - such as GPS and dead reckonhg, positioning 

(coordinates) in a defined coordinate space, and establishing a vehicle's position relative 

to a psuticular environment, in most cases the digitally de- street network 

In order to locate the vehicle on the digital map, two map-related functions, 

address matching and map matching, should be provided, Address matching determines a 

street address b m  given coordinates, or vice versa. This step is necessary because most 

people know the adcires of their destination rather than the coordinates. To navigate to an 

address the navigation system mut convert the address to coordinates in navigation 

systenis. 



The purpose of map-matchhg dgorithms is to find the nearest link and "snapn the 

vehicIe onto that iïnk when a positionhg system outputs coordinates that are not exactly 

on a road link in a digital road map. 

Databases on the rond network conta. ail the necessary environmental 

information. The most common &ta modcls for the management of such data are 

bierarchical, netwotk, relationai and object-oriented models. The data mode1 used for 

modeling road networks should be carefiùly considered because the data model, which 

wiiX be discussed in detaiI Iater, has great effects on the efficiency of the database, and 

once implemented, is difficult to change. k other words, an improper data model would 

have long lasting effects on the pe~ormatlce of the RGIS. Selecting an appropriate data 

model has been one of the major concems for the designers of route guidance information 

systems, 

Best-route caicuiation moduies c m  provide an optimal path based on the criteria 

such as shortest distance, minimum navel time, or minimum cost, Best-mute calculation 

requires high levels of functions provided on the road network database. The database 

must at least know the dinctionality of each road link and tum restrictions so that the 

route selected does not include any impossible or iUegaI tum, or travel the wrong way on 

one-way roads. For the caiculation of the best route, some other factors should ais0 be 

considered, which include, but are not limited to, the classes of road, speed limits, 

number of lanes, and so on. 

Route gui0dance modules provide tum-by-hun driving instructions fiom the 

iaitial location to the destination once the user inputs the destination of the trip through 

the user interface, As the vehicle traveis, the driver knows where the vehicle is in the 

route and as a tum or maneuver approaches, the algorithm aierts the driver and indicates 

when the maneuver should be perfomed. 

In brief, route guidance information systems provide the functions of positioning. 

locating, kt-route calculation, and guide the driver to M e r  destination in the most 

efficient way. 



1.2 Conventionai Appmach aud Pmbiems 

It is not the intention, in this research, to cüscuss al l  the problexns relaîed to route 

guidance information systems. hstead, oniy two issues are going to be studied. They are 

data models for road networks and optimal path searching algorithms, which are 

considered to be the basic problems in route guidance systems and are still open. 

a) Modem road networks 

Unlike many other kinds of data handled r o u ~ e l y  by most information systems, 

geographical data in road networks are complicated by the fact that they are encapsulated 

with rich internai attributes and structural relations between components. The relational 

data model is cumntly used for modeling road networks. This model has k e n  widely 

accepted in GIS and other information management systems because of its simplicity and 

the availability of a standard language (the structureci query language, SQL) for the 

manipulation of the database. 

Relational data model and rqlational database management systems were 

originally developed for conventional business data processing applications, such as 

inventory control systems, hotel management, ticket reservation, a c c o u n ~ g  systcms, and 

so on. They are found to be effkctive in rnanaging structureci data found in these cases. 

Attempts to make use of relational database in a variety of other applications. where data 

are not conceptualized or are logicdy complex,. have quickly e x p e d  several senous 

shortcomings of relational database technology. The repomd shortcomings of relational 

data model include [ Taylor, 1990; Worboy s, 1990, 19941: 

Inadequate support for the treatment of complex objects. 

The number of &ta types provided by a relational data model is limited It is however 

possible to represent complex objects by using this rnodel. The First Normal Form (INF), * 
which is considered the fwidaxnental requirement of this model, forces the complex 

objects to be decomposeci into their component elements, until they can k described 

directly by the built-in data types, or when objects are queried from the database. Those 



elements have to be reassembled to coll~truct meanirighil entities. This procedure of 

decomposiag and reassembling complex objects to and h m  its elements iatroduces a 

large overhead in both c o ~ ~ ~ t ~ c t i o n  and qery pmcessing. 

Data redundancy 

To represent complex objects usïng the relational data model, two or more tables 

are needed. The rdationsbips between tables are estabfished by vimK of common data 

values contained in the corresponding tables. This approsfh introduces p a t  data 

redundancy . 

Data redundancy is one of the problems associateci with relational databases. Not 

only dow it waste storage space and sIow d o m  processing, but it can lead to serîous data 

corruption. If the same details are stored in two different tables in a database, it may be 

possible for the item in one of those tables to be changed, while the correspondhg item in 

the other table remains the samc This generates discrepancy, and there may be no way of 

telling which version is c o m a  

Unacceptable perfomimce for various types of compuhg-intensive applications. 

A relational data model tends to spiit data into multiple tables of hles in order to 

cut d o m  on duplicated data, the tables king manuafly linked together using artificial 

keys. The relational design process of 'nom~iïzation' usualiy means that each table can 

only hold a small number of fields. Consequently, the theormation pertaining to a record 

may be spread out over a large number of tables. For this reason, response t h e  for 

queries is weak. due to the need to access multiple tables and Toin' them in order to 

obtain information, 

To overcome the problems mentioned above, two technologies have k e n  

proposed, namely, the extended reIationd data mode1 and the object-oriented data model. 

The fundamental differences between them are the basic model and the database 

language. The extended relational approach starts with the relational modei of data and a 



relational query language, and extends them in various ways to allow the modeling and 

manipulation of additional senuintic relationships and database facilities. 

The object-orïented approach starts with au object-oriented data model and a 

database liillguage that captures it, and then extends them in various ways to allow 

addi tional capabilities . 

One important point that must be recognized is that an object-oriented data model 

is a more natural basis than an extended relational model for addressing some of the 

deficiencies of the relational database technology. Object orientation has been adopted in 

system analysiddesign, computer programming, and information systems. These 

applications have the same charac te~cs  of king  logically complex and requiring 

sophisticated data modelùig [Garvey, 1989; Kim, 1990 and 1995; Hughes, 1991, Olajide, 

19951. Advantages of an OOM include rich typing, inheritance, object identity, and the 

encapdation of data and operations which can be used to mode1 road networks. 

b) OpomPI path ~eruching algorlthms 

Fmding the optimal path in a Street network can be abstracted to the mathematical 

problem of finding the minimum-cost path in a weighted graph. The* is extensive 

literature on graph-search algorithms and, in pariicular, algorithms to determine the 

optimal paths together with their applications (Gibbons, 1985; Kuipers, 1992, 1988; 

Lapalme et al., 1992; Johnson, 1977, Frederickson, 1994, Gallo, 1984, Gopal and Smith, 

19901. 

Generaliy speaking, then are two kinds of algorithms used for finding the optimal 

route in a network. One is foliowing strict mathematicai steps by which the best route can 

be obtained.. Dijkstra's algorithm is one of the most wideiy used algorithm for shortest 

path searching pijkstra, 19591. The advantage of this approach is that the best solution 

can be obtained The negative si& of this algorithm is that the running time is 

unacceptable when applied to very large road networks. This is one nason why so many 

alternatives exist. 



ûther approaches use s d e d  heuristics. The basic idea is to try to simulate the 

merhods people ose when they are given the task of finding the best route. Humans cari 

figure out the solution quickly using a very large and complex network based on c o ~ o n  

sense (knowledge). 'ïhe characteristics of this mahoci are that the solution obtained is not 

lûû% guaranteed to be the best one, but close to it. However, the searching time can be 

greatly reduced because it reduces the number of nodts involved in the searching ptocess. 

A* algorithm, Bi-directional A* dgorithm, Mndow-bas& searchingy and 

hierarchical structure-based searching aigonthms are the typical heuristically-inomed 

searching a l g o n h .  

AU the algoriihms mentioned above involve arc-based searching. Although these 

dgorithms have advantages over the Di.htray s @*) algorithm, the computation time is 

stili a problem when these searching algorithms are applied to very large road networks. 

This is because during the searching process, each algorithm creates a m e  which 

branches out, iteration by iteration, growing each àme, extending the search h m  the 

source node to the destination node. The major clifference between the D* algorithm and 

heuristicdy-informed algorithms is in the searching space. In heuristically-informed 

algorithms, the seanhing space becomes elliptical in shape rather than the Ncular shape 

associated with the D* algorithm. 

Now let us examine how humans look for the best route. Generally, when a 

human is given the task to identify the best route between two points on a road map, one 

of the f h t  steps perfomed is to look at roads which lie between the source node and 

destination node, neglecting ail roads which seems to take you m e r  away h m  the 

destination goal. Here at l e s t  two things can be learnt b m  this procedure: The searching 

is road-based searching. So firstly, people h d  the best road by examining and cowecting 

different roads rather than different arcs or segments. Secondly, ail the information, 

positional and non-positional such as the class of the road, and speed Mts, is used in the 

searchg process. This is why people cm figure out the best solution in a very short the 

no matter how complex the road networks are. If there is one algorithm that performs this 



way, it c a .  be sure that the computation time for optimal path will k signincantly 

reduced, 

1.3 Objectives of the reseueh 

This ~search aims to solve some of the problems presented in the cumnt route 

guidance information systems. In detail, the nsearch objectives are: 

to ùivestigate various exûting data modek of spatial information systems; 

to demonstrate the advantages of the object-orientecl data model over relational or 

other data models when used in modeLing road networks; 

to snidy the characteristics of the cunently used optimal path searching algorithms, 

especially, the road-based searching dgorithm, which is based on the abject-oriented 

data model and knowledge-based reasoning, is proposed to reduce the computation 

time for optimal path searching- 

to analyze some experimental rrsu1î.s with simulated data- The efficiency and 

accuracy of optimal path searching aigorithms will be investigated. 

There are five chapters in this thesis. The principal contents of each chapter are 

described as follow: 

Chapter 1 gives an introduction to the enth resemh initiative. It provides some 

background information on the topic and development work covered in the later chapm. 

Chapter 2 focuses on the principles and methodologies for modeling road 

networks. Fit, a brief introduction to data models is given, and then the relational data 

models and the problems of relational models when they are used for modeling road 

networks are examine& Foilowing that, the object-oriented data model wiii be dimisseci, 



explaining why it is more suitable. FïtnallyT the objects involved in road networks are 

dehed, 

In Chapter 3. typical aigorithms used for finding the optimal path in road 

networks will first be reviewed and cornparrd and then new dgorithmn wil l  be propose& 

which try to combine the advantages of exisàag methods and use knowledge-based 

reasoning to calculate the optimal paîh more efficiently. 

In Chapter 4, the results obtained by different algorithms will be given and 

compared. Especially, the searching space of each algorithm will be studied, and the 

relationship between the nurxiber of nodes involved in the searching process and the 

accuracy of the bboptimai path" discussed Result analysû on road-based searching 

algorithm wil l  be given. 

Chapter 5 summantes the main conclusions and conaibutions of the thesis and 

recommends directions for fiutber work 



CHAPTER2 

MODELING ROAD NETWORKS 

This chapter wül discuss the data models used for RGIS. It proceeds with a brief 

introduction on road networks, foliowed by a review of the purpose and concepts of data 

models so as to provide context for the followhg discussion of the object-oriented data 

model. After a general dimission of the data modek, the chapter wiU examine the 

disadvantages of the relational data model, the dominant data model currently used in 

RGIS. It then reviews the most representative approaches for improving the relational 

model. Following that is the introduction of the object-oriented technology- It concludes 

by descnig the characteristics of the data mode1 - object-oriented data model for road 

networks. 

2.1. Road networks 

2.1.1 Road networks: elements and thëi attributes 

A road network is a system of comected roads through which nafnc flows. The 

rate of flow is controlled by several factors such as the type of Street, speed limit, 

congestion, presence of îniffic control devices, and so on. AU of these factors can be 

added to networks to realistically model movement thrwgh a network. 



Figure 2.1: Elemans of road network 

As shown in Figure 2.1, each network contains a numba of elements, among 

others, links, bamers, tums, aad bus stops. 

b) Attributes associateci with network elements: 

Most of the network elements have one or more characteristics that are an 

important part of the network For example, in an urbain street network, each street has a 

name, speed b i t  and widtb; tums may mclude overpasses with either unobstructed flow 

or traffic control devices; and a bus stop might have a number of people to be picked up 

or dropped off. 



Impedance masuns resistaace to movtment. Impedance is amiutes of arcs and 

m s .  Arc ùiipedance is the amo~t  of resistance re@red to traverse the arc h m  one end 

to the other. For example, the length of arcs can be useci as the impedance; longer arcs 

having a larger impedance than shorter anis. A larger impdance indicaîes more resistance 

to movement. 

Tums also have impedance attniutes. They masure the amount of resistance in 

moving h m  one arc, through a node, onto another arc. Tum impedance will vary 

according to the conditions at the intersection of the two arcs. For example, impedance of 

&c flow passing tbrough a stop sign and moving onto another arc is grrater than if 

there were no stop sign. 

The possible number of tums at any node is equal to the number of connecting 

arcs multiplied by itself. So if two arcs connect, there are four possible ninu; if t h e  arcs 

comect at a node, tunis can be made in nine directions. 

Aii arc and turn impedance in a network must always be in the same uni& for 

accurate cdculation. 

The purpose of impedance is ?O simulate the variable conditions dong lines and 

turns in real networks. The results of a route will differ according to the impedance you 

assign to elements in a network data set The optimum path is the path of lest resistance. 

2.12 The probiems with tbe c~crently usecl àata model for road networks 

The database on road networks serves two purposes in Route Guidance Systems: 

providing information to calculate the opimal route and giving enough information - 
wn-by-tum instructions guiding the user in travel fiom a giwn point to another specified 

point. 

The data models cumntly used for modeling road nemorks are the hybrid 

(relational) data models, which means that the relational data model is used to handle the 

thematic information, while a separate subsystem is included to store and retrieve 



geomeîxic information. The linkages between the thematic and geometric data regardhg 

the same object are established by unique identifiers. 

In this model, the network is composed of two basic eIements, links and nodes. 

Nodes terminate links, links always join two nodes, and links that terminate at the samc 

node can be considered comecttd, 

The drawbacks of this representaîion can be as follows: 

No htelligmcer Links in this mode1 represent road segments fkom one 

intersection to the ne= One critical characteristic of Iinks in this niode1 is that they are 

completely independent of each other. Each segment of State Street does not "know" that 

it is a part of the same street as the link connected to it. While these implicit relationships 

may be derived h m  the data in the model, such independence makes manipulation and 

analysis of the entire entity State Street less efficient. Intelligence is very important in 

spatial reasoning, especially in road guidance systems whose rnain tasks are to search for 

the optimal path and provide users with tum-by-tum insmictons. In addition, this sort of 

representation necessitates redundancy-in the attri%ute data and requins more expiicit 

procedures to maintain integrity of the data over the entire road and network. 

Architectzwe is not elegmt: in this model, an object that has both a thematic and a 

spatial component, has parts in both subsystems. In order to retrieve an object, the two 

subsystems have to be queried and the answer composecl. The existence of two storage 

subsystems implies that query optïmization is not possible to the full extent, because the 

two storage managers each have their own locking protocol. Another drawback of this 

dual architecture is that integrity constraints of the system can be violated. For example, 

an entity's geometric information can stiU exist in the geometcic storage subsystem while 

its thematic hformation has been deleted h m  the relational DBMS. 

Route Guidance Information Systems (RGIS) are being considered intemationaily 

as a means of managing tmffic flow. The bais of this technology is a spatial database to 

support the applications on which RGIS are built While there is ongoing work 



progressitg regarding the technical aspect of RGIS. such as the most effective technology 

for positioning, and transmitting positional or trafnc flow informaton, the= is iitile 

exploriition of the most appropriate structure of the database. 

This chapter WU discuss the data modeis used for RGIS. It pnxreds with a brief 

review of the purpose and concepts of data modeIs in order to provide context for the 

foUowing discussion of the object-oriented data model. After a general discussion of the 

data models, the chapter wii l  examine the disadvantagcs of relationai data model, the 

dominant data model cumntiy used in RGIS. It then reviews the most representative 

approaches for improving the relationai model. Following that is the introduction of the 

object-oriented technology. It concludes by descniing the characteristics of the data 

model - object-oriented data model for road netwodcs. 

2 2  Data ModeIs 

The choice of an appropriate representation for the structure of a problem is 

perhaps the most important component of its solution. For database design, the means of 

representation is provided by the data mode1. A data mode1 provides a tool for specifyiog 

the structural and behavioral properties of a database and ideally should provide a 

language which dows the user and database designer to express their ~quirements in 

ways that they fmd appropriate, while being capable of transformation to smictures 

suitable for implementation in a database management system ~sichrkîs, 19821. Data 

modeling is among the first stages of database design. The purpose of data modeling is to 

b ~ g  about the design of a database which performs efficiently; contains correct 

information (and which makes the entxy of incomct data as clBicuit as possible); whose 

logical structure is naturai enough to be undemood by users; and is as easy as possible to 

maintain and extend. Of course, diâerent problems requïre dinerent means of 

representation and a large number of data models is described in database literature 

[Chen, 1976, Data, 1990, Frank, 1989, Herring, 1992, Hull, 1987, G o o à c ~  1992, 

Usery , 19931. 



Arnong many definitions of a data model, Codd 119811 presented that a data 

model consists of thrre components: 

1. A collection of data object types ( essentially the entities that fom the database 

stnlctures). 

2. A collection of general integxity des. which constrain the set of instances of those 

object types that can legally appear in a database. A data model ofien rrquùes 

inte- constraints because the components dehed in the data model are usually 

applîcation specific. 

3. A collection of operators, which can be applied to such object instances for retrieval 

and other purposes. 

A database system can be distinguished fkom others by the data structures and the 

operators it presents to the user. me user of a rrlational system sees the data as tables. 

Operaton within and among tables are supported by relational algebra. Basic operations 

include table union, ciifference, interseqtion. selection, projection, etc. The user of non- 

relational systems sees other data structures. Those other structures. in tum, require other 

operators to manipulate them. For example, in IMS, which is a hierarchical system, the 

data are presented to the user in the form of a set of tree structures, and the operators 

provided for manipulating such stnictures include operaton for traversing hierarchical 

paths up and down the tree. 

The spatial database represents real worid objects as seen by an application. Its 

design often evolves through the hierarchical processes of conceptualization of reality in a 

data mode1 - concepnial model, which incorporates oniy thes properties thought to be 

relevant to the application or applications at hand; the structuring of this mode1 king in a 

computer-representable format - logical model; and the design of a file structure for the 

storage of the structurexi &ta - physicai model. 

While logical designs of databases depend very much on different application 

situations. actual designs have been dorninated by a single model: the relational model. 



During the past three decades, DBMS have evolved h m  hiecarchical, network to 

relational databases b, 19901. Taday's inost popular commercial DBMS, namely, 

Oracle, Sybase, Ingres, Arç/Info, etc., are ali based on relationai data modek 

19881. 

23 Relationai da& mode1 and its limitations 

23.1 Relationai data model 

The fundamentals of the relational model were presented by ES. Codd in a classic 

paper [Codd, 19701. The mathematical formalism mderlying the relational model is 

based on set-theory. 

From the point of view of a user or database programmer, a relational data mode1 

consists of narned tables (relations). Rows of these tables are called tuples, while columns 

are cailed attn'butes. Entities are represented by tuples of atmbute values. Associated 

entities have attribute values in common. 

Tables are always normalized, ihat is, the construction of relational tables is 

guided by the so-called normalization des ,  in order to restrict redundancy, so that each 

entry in a table is a single value, never a set of values. Thus information is represented in 

a simple, generai, and &orm way, which greatiy simplifies the tasks of updating, 

factoring out ndundancy, finding inconsisiencies, and generatiag reports. 

The manipulation language of relational tables, cailed SQL, has been standardized 

and is now commoniy used for specifying reports h m  relational databases. There are 

two different kinds of notations for expressing operations on relations: 

a) Algebraic notation, cailed relational aigebra, where quenes are expressed in a 

procedural manner by applying specializeà operations to relatious. The relational algebra 

consists of a collection of eight operations that can be grouped in two categones [Data, 

19901: (i) the basic operations on sets that apply to relations: union, intersection, 



ciifference, and cartesian product, and (ii) the specid relation operations: select, project, 

join, and division. 

b) Logical notation, calied relational calcuius, where queries are exprrssed in a 

dechrative manner by writing log id  formulas that the tuples in the answer mua satisfy. 

23.2 Problems with telritionai modeis 

The relational model of representation has been most widely accepted because of 

its simplicity and the availability of the standard cpery ianguage (SQL) for the 

manipulation of the database. Various commercial systems are also available in the 

market (e-g., DB2, Oracle, hgres, dB=, etc), but this model is more suitable for the 

management of non-spatial data and conceptual iaformation, such as business 

applications. However, when they were applied in type-rich applications, where data are 

not conceptualized or logicaily complex, they began to show iosufnciencies in terms of 

manipulation eniciency, model extensibility, data sexnantics, and architecture me, 
r 9921. 

Manipulnaon Efticiency 

Efficiency refers to the speed by which data can be manipuiated There are several 

reasons why a relational database is slow under certain circumstances. One of them is 

due to the quirement that al l  relations must be in the 1NF: nested relations are not 

allowed and the value of any attribute must be atomic (simple. indivisible) and a single 

value. 

The 1NF assumption is fiindamental to relational models, and the separation of 

related data into different tables is dictated by d e s  for good design in relational 

databases, msinty to avoid problems in updating. As a result, complex objects with rich 

information have to k decomposed into elementary items in order to fit into the entries 

of a relational table. When these objects are quened from the database, the system has to 

reassemble those items to constnict meaningfiù entities. This nature of operation can 

negatively affect the efficiency of the system. Cornplex spatial objects are encapdated 



with üch internai amiutes and sauctural relationships between components. 

Decomposition introduces a large overhead in both construction and query processing. 

Data Semantics 

Semantics in a database refer to the maning of data attniutes a d  relations. A 

data model that can relate data together but does not maintain the meanings of these 

linkages Iacks sernantics. 

A data model rich in semantics must distinpuish between different types of 

relations, which is particularly important for providing useful integrity constraints and an 

environment for database browsing. In spatial data modeling, three relationships, namely 

classification, generalization, and agpgation, are of particdar interest to us. 

Classification is a fom of abstraction that groups several objects, according to their 

structural and behavioral properties, into a cornmon class. Generalization is the grouping 

of several classes, which share common properties, into a higher order class. This process 

highüghts the similarities of severai classes and hides their ciifferences. This mechanism 

is very useful when there is a need fo store prope- common to several classes. 

Aggregation is the forming of complex objects from its component objects. 

The different types of relationships required in spatial data modehg are more 

than the above three. The relational data model cannot distinguish these rrlationships 

because it provides only two constxucts for representing rdationships; one withia a table 

and the other across tables tbtough common values. This leads to semantic overIoading 

[Hull and King, 19871 indicating that a single construct must support several types of 

relationships thus causing an ambiguity in rneaaing. 

Mode1 Extension 

A &ta mode1 that provides a limited number of data types and does not allow the 

creation of new types by the user is cded inaexible. In a relational database, several 

built-in data types such as integer, real numbers, and character strings, are usually 

provided. Above them are the relations, the only type-like constructs that a user can 



defîne. They are however not tnie types because they cannot k w d  in the same way as 

the buiit-in types. For example, relation can refere~lce an atomic value but canaat 

reference another relation. 

The IN' assumption is duectly responsiiie for this deficiency because it does not 

allow nested relatiom. For this reason, aggregatïom are eqressed in the form of queries 

which require the usm to "navigate" orjurnp finm one relation to auother. The problem 

with this schema is that the user must possess complete knowledge of the relations in 

order to form the queries, a task often nifficult for the general user. 

Architecture 

The relational mode1 lacks appropnate mechanisms for data smcturing so that 

data concerning a single object are not decomposed into different structures, e.g., 

thematic data in relational structure and geometric data in another structure, leading to the 

use of different database management systems for the same object, which, in tum, h t  

makes the query optiniixation to the extent of the whole system impossible, and secondly, 

may violate the integrity constraints of the system. 

It cm be seen that spatial Uiformation systems exemplifj the situations where rich 

object type and complex data items present challenges. The discovery of the 

shortcomings of conventional database has pmvided impetus for people to search out 

better models for improving expressive power and structural flexibility. The new data 

model must incoprate solutions to many of the problems outlined above in order to 

meet the requkments of cumnt and newly emerging database applications. 

To meet the requirements of new complex database applications, two approaches: 

evolutionary appmach (extended relational data model) and revolutionary approach 

(object-orienteci data modcl) have been suggested. The evolutionary approach is to extend 

the relational model with a set of fundamental 00 concepts (complex objects, abstract 

data types, access methods, and the encapsulation of data with methods), found in most 

object-onented programmhg languages. The database language that embodies the united 



object-relational paradigm should be an extension to SQL. The database language should 

then be emboàied in a andc variety of host prograuunhg Ianguages. This type of 

OODBMS integnues well with existùig relational database and provides a smooth fîow of 

data be-n engineering and business applications. 

The revolutionary approach is to extend objectaiented programming languages 

by ailowing programming language objects to be persistent and sharable, that is, stored as 

a database, as well as permitting other database fuoction~, such as transaction, 

management, and Mted p r y  facilties. The remit is an object data model for which 

there exists no unique f o d  proposal but a variety of system-dependent data models. 

Compared to extended relational data model, object-oriented data models, 

according to Won mon, 19901, are more natural for addressing some of the deficiencies 

of the relational database technology previously outlined; for example, support for 

general &ta types, nested objects, and support for cornpute-intensive applications. The 

basic concepts of object-orientation will be discussed in detaii in the following section. 

2.4 Object-Oriented Data Modds . 

Object-oriented approaches originated in programming lmguages such as Simula 

and Smalltalk. The application of object-oriented ideas to databases was spuned on by 

the apparent limitations of traditional technology when used in some of the newer 

applications. Typical examples are the applications of datahases in cornputer-aided design 

(CAD), office Somation systems (OIS), software engineering and geographical 

information systems (GIS). A common difficdty in all of these application areas is the 

guif between the nchness of the howledge structures in the application domains and the 

relative simplicity of the data model in which these structures can be expressed and 

manipulate& Object-oriented modeis have the facilities to express more readily the 

knowledge structure of the original application. 

2.4.1 Basic Concepts in Object Orientation 



Object orientaiion offers a number of new concepts and techniques, not available 

in conventional data modeIs. Object orientation conceps srich as object classes, fiinctions 

encapsdation, inheritance and pdymorphism greatly facilitate spatial modeling, 

including the relationships among the components, objects and tasks to be perfomed and 

conditions to be met Biais et al,. 1996]. 

Objects 

In object-oriented modeling. alI conceptual entities are modeled as objects. An 

object has state, exhibits weU-defined behavior, and has a unique identity. The state of an 

object is defineci or descri'bed by properties or attniutes, but unüke a relational structure, 

such properties are not restricted to non&omposable data types and may in fact be 

objects themselves. The behavior of an object is defined as a set of operatiom. 

The data and operations are encapsdated within an object It is usually important 

to associate the appropriate functions wïth the entities to avoid logical complications in 

the information pmcessing. Data encapsulation is also called data hiding because access 

to a given set of &ta structures is restricted to a list of fiuictions explicitly specified by 

the designer plais et aL, 19961. 

What makes objects powemil is that they can contain other objects as welI. 

Objects that contain other objects are known as composite objects. Objects can be as 

simple or as complex as the application demands; more complex objects can be 

constructed fiom combinations of existing objects which cm, in tum, be simple or 

complex objects. 

Because objects can be composed of other objects, object-orïented languages can 

represent information in the way one nanirally thinks about it. Even a complex, deeply 

nested structure can be treated as a single, unified object. Since that complex object can 

have its own behavior. other objects can use it with very linle awareness of its intemd 

complexity. This approach not only keeps things simple, it can also make cornplex things 

simple as weU. 



The way objects interact with each other is to send each other messages asking 

them to carry out their methoOs. A message is simply the name of an object foiIowed by 

the name of a method the object knows how to execute. The object that initiates a 

message is called the sender and the object that receives the message is called the 

receiver. 

From this point of view, an object-oriented system, then, consists of some number 

of objects interacting with each other by sending messages to one another. Since 

everythùig an object can do is expressed by its methods, this simple mechanism supports 

all possible interactions between objects. 

Polporphism is the ability to produce different responses by different objects to 

the same method It is so important that it's considered one of the defining characteristics 

of object-oriented technology. The key benefits of polymorphism are that it rnakes objects 

more independent of each other and ailows new objects to be added with minimai 

changes to existing objects. These benefits, in tum, lead to much simiiar systems that are 

far more capable of evolwig over the to meet changing needs. 

A class encapsulates the methods and variables to be included in a paRicular type 

of object The descriptions of the methods and variables that support them are iacluded 

only once, in the definition of the class. The objects that belong to a class, cailed 

instances of the class, contain only their particular vaiues for the variables. 

Inheritance is a mechanism whereby one class of objects can be defined as a 

special case of a more general class; automatically including the method and variable 

defiaons of the general class. Special cases of a class are hown as subciasses of that 

class; the more general class, in tum, is known as the superdas of its special cases. In 

addition to the rnetbods and variables they inherit, subclasses may defme their own 

methods and variables and may ovemde any of the inherited characteristics. 



Classes can be nested to any degrce, aud inilcritance will be automatically 

accumulateci down through aU the levels. The d t i n g  ttee-like structure is kaown as a 

ciass hiemrchy. 

Data Abstraction 

The process of creating new data types is known as data abstraction. Object- 

oriented technology provides extensive support for data abstraction. The technology not 

only allows a programmer to creak new data types on the fiy, it actually mats these new 

types as though they had b a n  built into the language. 

In a conventional &ta model, the entities of interest and their relatiomhips are 

defhed at the record or tuple level. For instance, a tuple is related to another Riple 

through a foreign key. These are not very useN concepts in descriiing geometric 

feahues. The object-oriented data model provides concepts closer to an application 

domaia The five basic concepts of abstraction upon which the object-oriented data model 

is built are: object definition. classification, generaluation, association, and aggregation. 

Object definition is the fuadamental abstraction needed in the object-oriented data 

models. Each object has a type which may be refemd to as object type or abstnict data 

type. Definhg objects is perhaps the most important task in object orientation data 

modeling, as everything else is based on this abstraction. 

Classification is a form of abstraction that groups several objects, accordhg to 

their structural and behavioral pmperties, into a cornmon class. Generaiization is the 

grouping of several classes, which share common properties and operatiom, into a higher 

order class calied soperclsss. Specbt ion  is the reverse of the generaiization 

abstraction mechanism, and it specializes a class (superciass) into a subch.  Subclasses 

will have ail the properties of their superclasses and can have their own propemes. 

Inheritance could be single or multiple. Single inheritance is when a subclass is derived 

only fiom one superclass, while multiple inheritance is when a subclass is denved fkom 

more than one superclass. 



Aggregation is the forming of complex objects h m  its component objects. 

Association descn'bes the logical nlationship between classes. In this case, the associated 

objects are referred to as members. An example of an association of objects which is not 

a classincation of them might be: the set of a i l  thhgs which are red or the set of things 

which weigh more than one ton. 

Utiiïzing the above techniques, complex problems in GIS can be modeled much 

easier and their relatioaships can be represented in a more iuttnral way than can be done 

using conventional data models. 

2.4.2 Object-oriented data model 

Objectaienteci data model in GIS is desigwd using some object-oriented 

rnethodology. It is an object-oriented DBMS with Abstract Data Types (ADT). Compared 

to re1ationa.I data model, this appraach is more complex but more flexible and extendiae 

[Blais, 19961. In this architecture, objects are the basic operating units which encapsulate 

both the spatial and non-spatial data, as well as all the functions related to the objects. 

Under this structure, spatial data and non-spatiai data are directly handled by a gewral 

purpose DBMS. There is no question about the function of data storage, ~trieval, 

integrity or maintenance. Developers of object-oriented GIS concentrate only on spatial 

data specific functions like graphics rendering, position-based query and interpretation, 

which are u s d y  part of the useddevelopment layer. While there is a lack of standards in 

general-purpose object-oriented information systems, which is partly responsible for the 

fact that standard 00 query language (comparab1e to SQL) is not yet available; dienfore 

making a true object-oriented implementation ciifficuit at the moment; people have 

already started testing these systems for geographic applications. Two great 

characteristics in this model are summarized as follows: 

a) A real-world entity, no matter how complicated it is, can be represented by exactly 

one object; implying that no artificial decomposition into simpler parts should be 

necessary due to some technical restrictions. 



As shown in Figure 2.2 the mapping of real worid objects is 1: 1 to objects in the 

objectsrienM data model, whereas it is l:N to conventional data modeIs. This is to say, 

one object in rd world corresponds duectly to one object in the object-oriented model, 

while to represent the same d world object in conventional data models, several 

cornputer records and mes may have to be d In this way, the object-oriented data 

model captures ihe semantics of real world objects more dïrectly in a database 

and Lee, 1999. 

Figure 22: Object-orientcd vs. Recordaiented data rnodels 

b) Object-oriented data models consist of individuai objects that coilaborate, 

foiiowing well-dehned pattern of interaction, to produce the desired behavior. It 

is analogous to a human organization, in which each member assumes certain 

responsibilities, and the members cooperate with each other to perform activities 

[Qian, 19961. 



The key benefits of object technology are: a better representation of the user's real 

world, reuse, Wormity, and increased productivity with enhancement of software 

quality. These benefits can conaiute sigoincantiy to the successful exploitation of GIS. 

Objects c m  be used to describe the user's red world This faciltates the 

understanding of the user reqriirernents. The 00 approach emphasizes a more intuitive or 

natural representation of the data, i.e. one that minors the user's view of their 

information. It helps to close the semantic gap berneen na1 world objects and concepts 

and their representation in the system. Through the use of composite objects, class 

hierarchies. and other structures, object-orïented technology can effectively represent the 

increashgly complex infoxmation. The fact that object-oriented structures reflect the way 

people naturally organize and understand the reai world means that the richer structures 

make information more accessible, not less. 

Fpster development and high quaüty 

Object-oriented techuology can speed development because of the following three 

separate techniques: building software out of standard objects, reusing existing models of 

corporate processes, and replacing conventional development phases with rapid 

prototyping. High quality stems mostly from the fact that the programs are assembled out 

of existing, proven components rather than king written h m  scratch every time. 

Setter performance 

Object-oriented systems generally give better performance when complex objects 

and complex relationships must be dealt with. This is because object-oriented technology 

supports the treatment of complex objects. In an object database, complex structures are 

represented by composi~ objects, that is, objects which contain other objects. These 

component objects can contain other objects in tum, and so on, allowing structures to be 

nested to any degree. 



Composite objects do not Iiterally contain other objects in the sense that one 

object is physidy stored inside the other. Rather, composite objects contain the address 

of their component objects, aIlowing them to k accessed cpickly when needed. There is 

no need to break up large objects for storage in normalized tables and then reassemble 

them at nui tirne via slow joining operatiom. This is especidy true when objects have 

complex geometry. It is claimed that the graphics performance cm be 10 to LOO0 times 

faner than its relational equivalents [Grabam, 199 11. 

Compared with an object database, stoeng complex objects in a relational 

database is tedious at best. It is like having to disassemble your car each night rather than 

just putting it into the garage! 

Poteuthi concerns about objeet-orientation 

While object-oriented technology promises many benefits, there are some valid 

concems about its ability to deliver those benefits. 

Even though it has been qound for over twenty years, object-oriented 

programming is not yet stable technology. Whüe some of the basic principles are clear - 
built for reusability, mode1 real-world systems, and maximize modularity. to name three - 
the actual techniques and procedures for applying these principles are not weii 

established. A body of des comparab1e to stnrmed programming will be required in 

order to provide guidance and disc iph  in object-oriented development efforts. 

There is also a shortage of good tools for supporting object-oriented development 

efforts. These tools include programs to assist in the design of objects, manage libraries 

of reusable objects, and also design and maintain data-input forms and reports. 

A siandard 00 query language comparable to SQL is not yet available, and 

current query languages for object-oriented systems are more complex than standard 

SQL, which rnakes me object-oriented implementation difficult at the moment. From a 

development point of view. C++ is definitdy qualined to be a query language, but it is 

not appropriate for general users of the system. Object Management Group (OMG) is 



targeting the estabiishment of Object SQL (OSQL), which is a database p r o g r d g  

language that combines an expssion-oriented procedure language with a hi@-level, 

declanitive. and optimizable qyery language. 

Other problems with object-oriented systemc Ïnclude concumncy, schema 

evolution and object integity, etc. 

This section describes the data rnodeIs for a navigable database to support Route 

Guidance Systems. The basis of this technology is a spatial database that supports the 

applications on which RGIS are built. While there is ongoing work progressing regardlag 

technical aspects of RGIS, there is little exploration of the most appmpnate structure of 

the database. 

This section proceeds with a brief review of the purpose and concepts of data 

models to provide the basis for the following generaI discussion of the &ta models. and 

then the object-oriented &ta model is iqtroduced, and finally, the objects defined in road 

networks wiIl be descriid in detail. 

2 5.1 Description of the c m n t l y  used data mdel 

The data mode1 is an abstraction of the real worlcl, and it reflects decisions about 

what features and relatiomhips are necessazy to represent in a database. It must 

effectively replicate the way that users of the database conceptualue the road network. In 

this case, the database and data model nfer to the geographic database that represents 

spatial entities, e.g. roads, and relationships between rhem, and how to relate nonospatial 

attribute information to the spatial objects. 

The data models cumntly used for modehg road networks is the relational data 

model. In this model, the network is composed of two basic elements, links and nodes. 

Each link starts and ends at a node while nodes only occur at the ends of roads or road 

intersections. They can also reprisent a change in attributes between intersections. This 



might occur, for example, if a road name changes dong its mute. Figure 2.1 illustrates the 

link-node structure. 

ûne critical characteristic of links in this mode1 is that they are completely 

independent of each other. Each segment of State Stteet does not 'lcnow" that it is a part 

of the same Street as the link comected to it. While these implicit relationships may be 

derived from the data in the model, such independence maices manipulation and analysis 

of the entire entity State S e t  less efficient In addition, it necessitates ndundaucy in the 

attribute data and requins more explicit pmcedures to maintain integrity of the data over 

the entire road Iength. 

In summary, it is too simple. as a model, to represent road networks. This is 

because it is very difflcult to des* the complex relationships between objects defïned 

in the road networks without data redmdancy. When the road network is very large, data 

redundancy is a major concem in the design of the data model. The second problem is 

that a lot of usefid information for calculating the best route is not included in this modd. 

That information is very important for improving the efficiency of an algorithm. It will be 

seen that in the object-oriented model. ail the information and relatimships between the 

objects, no matter how complex they are, can be expressed in a naturai way, and therefore 

has a positive effect on the search time for the best route. 

25.2 Object-oriented model for rord networks 

In an object-oriented system, every element of a feature can be perceived as a .  

object. Objects must contain, embedded within the instance variables and methods, 

sufncient information, relations, and functionality to su- spatid anaiysis and query. 

Compouents of an object 

In the object-oriented modei, an object may conrain the six elements represented 

in Figure 2.3 Fang. 19921. 



Figure 2.3: Representation of object in object-orïented data mode1 

The inclusion of these six elements in an object can enhance the holistic 

representation schema for red world phenornena The unique identifier is system- 

generated for each object in the database. Explicit object identifiers are not required. 

Objeci identifiers listed in tables and figures in this research are used for illustration and 

descriptive purposes. The positional or geomeinc information is usually represented by 

coordinates. Non-spatiai attributes data is characteristic of features such as the name and 

number of Ianes of a road. Topologicd relations are relations among geormtnc objects 

such as boundaries, neighbrs, and interior. Non-topological relations are non-geornetric 

links between features (Rugg, 1988) such as is-4 a4kindndo& above and partof relations. 

For example, a highway is &ove a rives; and a river is pa-of the county boundary. 

Methods embedded in each object are used to perform actions such as creation of new 

object instances, quenes, computation, and display. 



Object types dctiiiEd in rod networks 

Based on the analysis of the functions pmvided by Route Guidance Systems, six 

fundamentai geomeûic objects have bem defined in this data modeL They are point, 

node, arc, roud, Master-&, mid Matrer-edge. 

The data part of point is descr i i  by a single x, y coordinate and a sequence 

number or PointID. 

Figure 2.4: Structure of object node 

Nodes indicate the endpoints and intersections of arcs which connect a sequence 

of segments (e.g., intersections connecting s e t  segments). A node is an endpoint of an 

arc. The fiom-node is the fint vertex in the arc. the to-node is the 1st  vertex. Together 

they define the direction of the arc. A node is shared by the set of arcs which connect to 

each other at the node. The data pan of the node object should include at least the 

following information: N e D ,  Node-name, spatial data relaud to this node, 

relationships with other nodes (topology), the number of nodes connecmi to it, and theû 

NodeDs, classes and speed limits as weii as the directionaiity of the road segments 

connected to nodej. It &O shouid include the times taken to pas by this node from 

different directions; an important factor to k considered in searching out the optimal path 



(minimum travel time), as weIl as the methoci part of the node object which includes aU 

the functions that can be applîed to the data. The graphic representation of the node object 

is drawn below- 

Arcs form the basic unit h m  which mute systems are built An arc is a 

con~uous  string of x, y coordinate pairs beginning at one Iocation(starthg node) and 

ending at another(ending node). 

n vertex-n 

Figure 25 :  The structure of object arc 

Arc-node topology de- connectivity-arcs that are co~ected to each other if 

they share a common node. This is the basis for many network aacing and path-finding 

operatiom. Object arc inherits some of the data and behaviors defined in the object node 

in addition to the data structure and behavior d h e d  uniquely for itseIf. The arc object 

can be viewed as a complex object composed of objects point aud object node. It is an 

aggregated object. 

Road is a collection of arcs. It is a complex object const~cted from the objects mentioned 

above. As an object, road has its own data structure and buiit-in methods. 

Figure 2.6: Road as a composite object of arcs 



Master-node and Master-edge iue objects which are coIiections of the mads 

related. They are actually the abstraction of a subStraCtinetworks. Master-nodes are comected 

by Master-edge. The super-network which consists of Master-nodes and Master-edges 

is represented graphically in Figure 2.7. 

Figure 2.7: Object super_netwok consisting of Master-nodes and Master-edges 

The definition for aay classe includes two parts: variables and wthuds, or 

functions. For example, an an: class includes the following variables: arcID, arcname, 

representing the ID, name, and number of lanes this arc has; startnodeID, endnodeID, 

representing the IDs of the two end nodes for tbis arc; arcbe1ongD, and arcindex-num, 

representing the road this arc klongs to, and the number of points included in this arc. 

The main fimctiom iacIu&: Read( ), Write( ) for reading and writing data about the arc; 

GetTdis( ), GetTtime( ) for calculating the length of this arc and calculating the tirne 

taken to mvel along this arc h m  the stamode to the endnode. The basic structure of 

class arc is represented in Figure 2.8. 

diss arc : public n d e  
E 
public: 



int 
char 
int 
int 
int 
int 
int 
int 

=ID; 
arcnanielml; 
arclanes; 
arcarcindex-nm; 
arclist [mm]; 
arcbelonglD; 
startnodeID; 
endnodeID; 

void Display (void) ; 
void Read( ); 
void Wh( ); 
double GetTdis( ); 
double GetThe( ); 

Figure 2.8: The basic structure of class arc. 

Listed in the following are the basic structures for class point, node, road, 
master-node, and maste~edge. 

Ciass point 

public: 
int pointlD; 
double x-cwr; 
double y-coor, 

int GetpointID(v0id); 
double Getx(void) ; 
double Gety(void) ; 
double Cietd(point * pt 1); 

Class n d e  : public point 

public: 
int nodeID; 



char 
double 
double 
int 
int 
int 
int 

void 
void 
double 
double 

class rood : pubk node 
{ 
public: 

int r o m ;  
char roadname[m] ; 
int roadindex-na; 
int nodelistID.[nJ ; 
k t  arcinde~~num; 
int a r ~ l i ~ t I D [ m  1; 
o..... 

void 
void 
void 
double 
double 
double 
double 
d e  * 
double 

Display(v0id); 
Read(v0id); 
Write(void); 
Road-k( node * ptl, node * pt2); 
Road-alfa( n d e  * ptl, node * pt2, node * pt3, node * pt4); 
Road-pâ( node * ptl, node * pt2, node * pt3, node * pt4); 
Road-od( node * ptl, node * PO, node * pt3, node * pt4); 
Searchnode(node * pu); 
Roadparameter(n0de * ptl, node * pt2); 

c las  M-node : pubk mad 

public: 



int 
char 
int 
int 
int 
int 
int 
int 

void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
void 

M-nodeID; 
M-nodenameCm]; 
MM,nodetodex;nodeinde~; 
M-nodelista>; 
M-exitnodeindex; 
M-exitnodelist [mm]; 
MM_roadindewum;roadindewum; 
M-madindexlistID [n] ; 

Display(v0id); 
Read(void); 
Write(v0id); 
D*algorithm(node * pt 1, node * pt2); 
A*dgonthm(node * ptl, node * pt2); 
BA*algorithm(node * ptl, node * PO); 
R*algoRthm(ncxie * ptl, node * pt2); 

class M-edge : public raad 

public: 
int M-edgeID; 
c h  M_edgename[m]; 
int M-edgeindex; 
kt M-edgeiistID[mm]; 
int M-exitnodeindex; 
int MM,startnodelD;startnodeID; 
int MM_endnoden>;endnodeID; 

void Display(v0id); 
void Read(void) ; 
void Write(void); 
void D*algorithm(node * ptl, node * pt2); 
void A*algonthm(node * ptl, node * pt2); 
void BA*algorithm(node * ptl, node * pt2); 
void R*algorithm(node * ptl, node * pt2); 



Ail the objects defhed above communicate with each other to perfonn activities 

according to the patterns defined within the objects. h m  the description above it can be 

seen that any eatity in the mal world, no matter how complex it is, can be descriii  by 

just one object in the objectaienteci data model, which captures the semantics of the 

complex objects and aiso simplifies the quey process of the complex objects. This is 

because any information related to the complex object can be obtamed without carryÏng 

out the ~ea~sembiing procedure which is a necessary step in the relational data mode1 

when complex object query problems have to be dedt with. 

HierPrehy and relations of fiindamental geometric objecîs 

The biefazchy and representation of the primitive geometric vector objects in an 

object-oriented data model are shown in Figure 2.9. 

A Master-node , which is a complex object, consists of a set of roads. A road is a 

sequence of non-intersecting arcs. Each contains a begin node, an end node, and a series 

of points. The begin-node or end-node is a nde .  A node is a topological junction 

specifying the geomeaic location of oné or more arcs. In this model, a node has a node 

identifier and inherits the properties and methods of a point, where a point is a zero- 

dimensional object that specif~es the geometric Location and unique identifier within the 

map. This facilitates the construction of topological relations between objects. A point 

has a point identifier and stores the x and y coordinates of the point. The z coordinate of 

an object is optional depending on the type of object and application. 



Figure 29:  Hierarchy of fundamental objects in networks 

Compared to the currendy used data models, the object-oriented approach has 

positive advantages by providing a model for real world f e a ~ e  representation. Apan 

fiom the topological relations arnong geometrïc elements. m object in the 00 d e l  also 

includes non-topological and semantic relations m n g  objects which are missing in the 

naditional GIS mo&L This model enhances the representation of features in a holistic 



way since each object can descn'be the total infocmation about a location and the relations 

with other features for a spcific application. This enhancement can easme a more 

cornpiete digital representation and spatial description of geographicai phenomena More 

meanings of geographïcal features can be capturecl in this sort of database because the 

mode1 aliows incorporation of complexities of spatial data and relations in the database. 

With the use of an object-oriented approach. the design of user-defined types and 

encapdation of &ta and fiinctions witfiin the object make the digital representation of 

complex spatial features possible and practical. 



OPTIMAL PATH SEARCHING ALGORITHMS 

In ncent years there has k e n  a grrat deai of interest in minimum path algonthms. 

This is especiaily tme in the field of in-vehicle route guidance systems (RGS) where there 

is a d e f i t e  necessity to caldate the minimum path route Born an origin to a destination 

quickly and accurately. 

Due to the t h e  constraints inherent in in-vehicle RGS, the minimum path 

algorithms used tend to be of a heuristic nature. having no guarantee of finding the 

optimal solution. The objective of this chapter is to illustrate the principIes behind 

proposed RGS minimum path heuristics. 

3.1 Introduction 

The impiementation of route guidance systems (RGS) has renewed interest in 

aigorithms that identify minimum paths. One of the key components of RGS operational 

tests is the ability to calculate minimum path routes nom an origin to-a destination in an 

efficient and timely manner. Over the p s t  tbkty yean, a number of researchers have 

snidied minimum path algonthms for applications in such diverse fields as traillsportation 

models and circuit board design (Pohl. 1971. Van Vuren. 1988, Rilett, 19941. Although 

aü minimum path dgoritbms have the same basic structure, the wide variety of objectives 

and constraints for each application has resulted in a number of different algonthms and 

heuristics for solving the minimum path problem. 

The issue faced by RGS developers is how to identify the best route from one 

origin to one destination given the rmderlying constraints of the t d f i c  network. The 

dennition of %est" is subject to interpretatioa, and this chapter addresses problems in 



which travel links are dehed exclusive of road type. As evidenced by curent RGS field 

tests in North Amnca, Europ and Japan, a namber of re~eazchers have nantly 

investigated the theoretical and application issues mvolved in implementing computer 

algorithms in solving the abave problem. However thete has not been a complementary 

increase in the published research on the techniques used T h e  there have been some 

papers discussing empirical results, no correspondiag information has been provided on 

the aigorithms themselves [Kuznetsov, 119921. 

This chapter discusses the standard algorithm that are applicable to RGS and 

illusnates some of the trade-offs faced by the RGS path selection developers. The first 

section of this chapter examines the structure of the standard minimum path dgorithm, 

that is, Dijksaa's algorith, while the second part of this chapter examines the so-called 

heuristics-informed searching algorithms; considered the most suitable for RGS 

applications. This is foflowed by an intfoduction to a new algorithm - Road-base 

searcbing. Èramples will also be given to show the features of different a1g0rit)ims~ 

3 3  Dijkstrays aïgorithm (D* slgorïthm) 

The f l c  netwodt tbrough which minimum paths are to be found is defined by a 

directed graph G(N, A) that consists of a set of nodes N (n elements) and a set of arcs A 

(m elements). Each dkcted arc connects a node i with a node j and has an associated cost 

Cij. For trafnc networks this arc cost is aiways positive and finite. In this research it will 

be assumed that arc (or link) cost refers to the arc travel t he ,  although any generaiized 

cost may be used. 

Dijkstra's algorithm assumes that the graph is comected; that is, each origin- 

destination (O-D) pair has at lest  one dincted path conneaing the nodes, and this path is 

of finite length. 

The main decision variables are the arcs that make up the minimum path for a 

particular O-D pair and the associated minimum route travel cost The route cost from the 

origin to a particuiar node n is defked as L(n) and this route cost is referred to as the 



'labei" of a particuîar node. The inputs to the algorithm include, among other attributes, 

the directed graph and the positive, finite travel time cost for each arc. 

Dijkstra's aigorithm can be used to h d  the minimum distance h m  the orïgin 

node to al l  the nodes of the network If there is a need to find the optimal path, one no& u 

to another node v, the k t  way is to nui Dij'kstra's algorithm with u as the origin node 

and stop when we deduce the distance to v. 

seffled 

Figure 3.1: Intemediate stage during the execution of Dijkstra's algorithm 

The essence of DijkstraTs algonthm is that the minimum distance h m  the source 

to other nodes in the order of minimum distance, that is, closest nodes are discovered 

k t .  As Dijksaa's algorithm proceeds, a situation iike what is demoostrated in Figure 3.1 

happens. In the graph G there are certain nodes that are settled, that is, their minimum 

distance is known; this set always includes s, the source node. For the unsettled nodes v, 

the length of the shonest special path is recorded, which is a path that starts at the source 

node, travels ody through settled nodes, then at the last step jumps out of the setried 

region to v. 

A value L(u) for every node u is maintaineci. If u is a settled node, then L(u) is the 

Iength of the shortest path fiom the source to u- if u is not smled, then L(u) is the length 



of the shortest special path h m  the source to u Initidy, ody the muce node s is settIed, 

and L(o) = O, since the path consisting of s aione surely has distance O. If there is an arc 

from s to u, then L(u) is the label of that arc. Notice that when s only is satled, the only 

special paths are the arcs out of s, so that L(u) should be the label of the arc o-> u if there 

is one. INFïY serves as an "infTniteyT value and indicates that no special paths have yet 

been discovereà, that is. initiaily, if there is no arc s-> II, then L(u) = INFN. 

Now let us suppose we have some senled and some unsettled nodes, as suggested 

by Fig. 3.1. We h d  the node v that is unsettied, but has the d e s t  L(v) value of any 

unsettled node. v will be settled by: 

accepting L(v) as the minimum distauce from s to v. 

adjusting the value of L(u), for aîi nodes u that remain unsettled, to account for the 

fact that v is now settled. 

The adjustment required by step(2) is done as follows. The old value of L(u) with 

the s u m  of (v) and the label of the arc v-> u will be compareci, and if the latter s u m  is 

smaller, we replace L(u) by that sum. If there is no arc v->u, then we do not adjust L(u). 

For the convenience of programming, listed below are the details for each step in finding 

the shortest path by using this algorithm. The algorithm proceeds in the foilowing 

mamer: 

STEP 1: Set Lo = O, Ln = infinity (for all nodes d e r  than the origin) 

STEP 2: Place the nodes that have been exarnined (finite labels) in ascending order. 

STEP 3: Select the node with the lowest label (travel time). This is node i. Note 

that by definition there cmnot be a faster route to get to node i from the ongin 

node o. Set the node i. 

STEP 4: Ident@ the arcs emanating h m  node i identined in step 3. 

STEP 5: For each arc ij identified in step 4, calculate the cost of traveling to node 

j fiom node i. 

Lj' = Li + Cij 





This algoethm was nin on a simuiated network which coasistcd of 75 links and 

56 nodes . As seen in Figure 32. the ongin is Iocated at node 12 and the destination is 

located at node 32. The da& nodes represent the nodes where their minimum path from 

the origin to them have ken found before the minimum path to node 32 was found, and 

the red liue comecting the ongin and the destinations qresents the optimal route. There 

are a nurnber of points worth noting abont the algorithm. 

The dgorithm, although guaranteed to identify the optimal route, is somewhat 

inefficient in that the minimum paths to many nodes are caldated which are not on the 

minimum path h m  node 12 to node 32. 

The logic of the node selection step in which the node with the lowest esh'mated 

travel time is chosen results in the search fanning out equally h m  the on@ in dl 

directions. Techniques to increase the efficiency of the aigoritbm and its speed wili be the 

focus of the next section- 

3.3 Heuristidy-informed searching 

The application of heuristics implies using additional knowledge which will aid in 

solving a problem. The goal in many instances is to speed up the time it takes to anive at 

a solution as cornpared to using strict algorithmic approaches. This of course is of 

pafamomt importance, considering the patience levels of most potentiai users. 

The Dij'kstra's aigorithm is inefficient when operating in a one-tmne mode, due 

to having to search outwards in a l l  directions h m  the origin. This inefficiency was 

recognized very early by a number of nseafchers who developed techniques to help 

constrain the search-mart, Nisson and Raphacl, 1968, Nicholson, 19661. The general 

strategy was to change the order in which nodes were examined such that the nodes that 

had a higher "'likeiihood" of king on the minimum path were given priority over those 

with a lower '61&elihood". The algorithm developus attempted to quant@ the Wrelihood 



of a particular node bcing on the minimum path by %ot ody considering how far the 

node was from the origin but also its direction h m  the origin". 

As an example of thir last point, consider the previous problem of finding the best 

path h m  node 12 to node 32. Intuitively. a node that is 3 km east of node 12 shodd be 

examined before a node that is 2.5 km West of node 12. The challenge is to develop a 

method whereby this likelihood is automatidy reflected in the labels that the nodes are 

assigned during the minimum path sean:h. 

The A* algorithms have basically the same structures as the D* algorith The 

difference lies in step 5 where the label for a particular node is calculated. The modified 

step is iliustrated below. 

STEP 5: For each ij identified in step 4, calculate the estimated cost of traveling to 

the destination node k from node i using node j. 

Lj' = Li + Cij + eÿ,k) 

If Lj' c Lj then place arc ij on the minimum path to node j and update the label of 

node j (Lj = Lj'). 

where eu, k) = the estimated cost of travel fkom node j to destination node k. 

These A* algorithm require a good estimate of the cost fiom a particular node j 

to the destination node k This projected cost is then combined with the calculated cost of 

traveling h m  the origin node i to node j. The result is an over i  estimate of the 

minimum travel tirne h m  the origin node i to the destination node k using the 

intemediate node j. Intuitively, nodes that lie between the origin and destination would 

then be examined before any nodes that do not The general result is that the search area 

becomes eiliptical in shape rather than the circular shape associated with the D* 

algorithm. 

Then are a number of ways to estimate the travel cost in step 5 above. It can be 

shown that if the estimated cost of travel dculated withh the A* algorithm is a lower 



bound (Le. it dways equals or underestimates the nrie cost of travel), then the A* 

aigorithm wiil always find the minimum path. 

The logic of the A* aigorithm is best demonstrated with respect to Euclidean 

networks (those where the arc lengths are equal to the Euchiean distance ktween the 

two nodes) and where the objective is minimum travel distance. As disnissed above, the 

label of a node calculated in step 5 is comprised of the calculated distance h m  the origin 

to the end node and an estimated distance h m  the node to the destination node. In the 

A* aigorithm the estimated distance h m  node j to the destination node k is set to the 

Euciidean distance h m  node j to the destination node k as shown in equation [l] below. 

where: ~ ( i ,  j )  is the cost of travel h m  node j to destination node k (the Euclidean 

distame), 4,s are the x coordinates of nodes j and k; y . , yk are the y coordinates of 
3 

nodes j and k, respectively. 

Note that by definition eu, k) is a lower bound (there will not k a path fiom node 

j to the destination node k that can be shorter) and therefore the algorithm is guaranteed to 

converge. 

Objective: Identüy m;nimom patà fmm d e  A to noàe B 

Givea: t;nitdWmce,mmimamp.tbtromAtoC4ndhmAtoD 

Label( for D*) IO* O 

Label (for A*) 50 O 

* Next node to examuie 



Rgirre 3.3 dernonstmies this step graphicallyY The objective of the search is to fiad 

the minimum path h m  node A to node B. It may be seen that the label of node D has 

been identined as 10 km (distance h m  A to D) and the Iabel of node C (distance h m  A 

to C) has been identified as 12 km. In the standard D* algorithm the label of nodes C and 

D would be 12 and 10 km, re~pectiveiy. Node D would be therefore be examined next 

because it has the s d e r  Iabel. 

However, in the A* algorithm the label of node D would be 50 km, which is 

calculated by addiug the distance of 10 km h m  node A to node C and the estimated 

distance of 40 km fiom node D to node BI The label of node C would be 30 km (12 + 18). 

In the A* algorithm node C would be examined next even though it is farther Born the 

origin than node D. Selecting node C over node D intuitively makes sense because node 

C would appear to have a higher likelihood than D of being on the minimum path from A 

to B. The end result is that the algorithm tends to search outward h m  the origin in a 

more elliptical, rather than circular manner, where the major axis of the ellipse is the 

suaight h e  between A and B. 

Figure 3.4: Example of A* aigorithm 

Figure 3.4 represents the results of the A* aigorithm for the same O-D pair (origin 

12 to destination 32) in the simulated road network that was show in Figure 3.2. It may 





equally between both searches would be tk simplest methoci, it is not the most efficient. 

The best strategy involves i d e n m g  the minimum path search that has the fewest nodes 

which have been examined but has not had the minimum path identified. That is to say, 

the computational effozt is concentrated on the search having the lest  nodes to examine 

and sort during each iteration. Intuitiveiy, the search that is in a sparse ana of a network 

wiU get pnority. 

Figure 3.5: Example of BA* algorithm 

Figure 3.5 represents the results of the Bi-directional A* algorithm for the same 

O-D pair (origin 12 to destination 32) in the simulated road network that was shown in 

Figure 3.1. It may be seen in Figure 3.5 that the number of nodes involved in the 

searching process is greatly reduced. 

3.3.3 Searching within a window 

This methad is conceived by imagining how humaas might attempt to solve a 

particular problem based on the common sense. A good example related to route 

determination is utilizing the additional information of how the crow !lies (Le. Euclidean 

distance) between s and t. Generally, when a human is given the task to identify the best 

route between two points on a road map, one of the fim steps performed is to look at 



roads which Lie between s and t, neglefang ail roads which seem to take you m e r  away 

from the destination. 

DijIcstra's algorithm, as descri'bed above, creates a m e  which branches ouk 

iteration by iteration, growing each tirne, brauch by bmch, extending to the next closest 

node to s and then the next closest and so on. As descriaed above, it is strictiy 

algorithmic. In the context of graph search mthodology, it is considered as a breadth h t  

searching procedure. In a directive sense, if one could narrow the search down to a 

particular comdor (buffer) of possibilities, which has a high Iilelihood of containing the 

optimal route, then the solution could be arrived at much more swiftly. 

The idea of searching within a window was proposed in 1991 by Karimi [1991]. 

This method when applied wiU first examine the number of nodes in the road network If 

the number is less than, Say 3000 (th time taken for searching the best route by using 

Dijkstra's aigorithm, in this case less than 45 seconds, which is thought to be acceptable), 

Dijkstra's algorithm will be applied to the whole netwodc; othemise, a window will be 

defined according to the distance and the direction of the two end points. Then, the D* 

algorithm wil l  be applied in the defined window. 

The steps used to calculate the optimal path in window-based searching are as 

1. Get n the total amber of nodes 
2. If n < H-value 

{ 
Gall D* algorithm; exit 
1 

else 
{ 
Compute the straight line distance between the two given nodes (d); 
Create a rectanguiar window (H-Window) with: width = 0.5d and length = 
1.5d (the straight line between the two nodes lie on a line joining the mid 
points of the widths). 
1 

3. Extract the sub-network nodes within the rectangle. 
4. Create an an adjacency list of the sub-network 



Window-based searching starts with comparing the size of the underlying 

network with the H-value. (The H-vaiue is a predetermined value of the nuruber of 

nodes. The network sizes below this number d t  in acceptaHe nmning times.) If n is 

smaiier than the H-value, the D* algorithm wilI be invoked Otherwise, the H-window 

wiIl be defined according to the two given nodes. 

The next step is to extract the sub-netwok within the H-window and its 

adjacency l ia  In the extraction process, only the links which entireIy lie within the 

H-window will be considered This method ensures düit a srnalier network is used in 

red-time computation. The size of the H-ddow should be fked in such a way that the 

total number of intersection nodes inside the window does not exceed the H-value. 

Figure 3.6:. Searcbing within a window. 

In window-based searching, the number of nodes involved in the searcbing 

process can be reduced by ignoring the nodes outside the de- window, and the 

searchg process is executed within the window. Wind~w~based searching, like other 

heuristic algorithms, comot guarantee the best solution but it ensures a good solution 

within an acceptable computation tirne[ Karimi, 199 11. 

When using this approach, thrre problems shouid be considered and solved. The 

h t  one is how to ensue that the totaï number of intersection nodes inside the H-window 

does not exceed the H-value. The number of nodes within the H-window depends on two 

factors: the distance between the two given nodes and the density of the roads in the road 



networlc It is very d3ficuIt to control the numkr of nodes c o v e d  by the H-whdow if 

no finther measure is taken. Anotner concern is the rdative e m r  of the solutions of this 

approach. The relative emr of the solutions depends on whether the k e d  H-window 

size of 0.5d x Md contains an adeqyate subnetwork. Generally, the larger the window, 

the better the solutions 

FÏÏally, wéen this method is applied to the network each t h e ,  a temporal 

database needs to be generated, so the total time taken to get the solution is the nun of the 

t h e  to generate the temporal database and the time to search for the best route. For larger 

and more complex road networks, the pmess to generate the temporal database which 

includes extracthg the subnetwork and matkg the adjacency list, will take a 

considerable time- 

Basically the priaciple of window-based searching is the same as that of D* 

algorithm. The ody clifference is in the searchg area. The searching area in window- 

based searching is a rectangular window - a subnetwork of the original road network. 

The hierarchical stmcture is built by selecting a set of c o ~ e ~ t e d  edges in the 

graph, and then having them fonn a connected sub-graph representing the next higher 

levei [Car and Frank, 1993(a) and 1993(b)]. This process can be repeatedly applied to 

form a multi-level hierazchy. The selectioa is based on the classification of the streets 

according to levels iike interstate highways, freeways, and local roads, etc. 

Let us suppose the objective of the search is to f i d  the optimal path between start 

node a and end node b; the searcbing process is as foiIows: 

First, the road network is organized into different levels. Adjacent levels have 

nodes in common. These nodes are exits and entrantes to the higher or lower level. The 

first level is the subnetwork cornposed of the highways represcnted in Figure 3.7 by the 

segments in bold lines, and the second level is the subnetwork composed of state 



highways and fieeways represented by solid segments, whïle the third level is the network 

itself, which meam that al l  the segments in this graph are hcluded 

To start with, determine the Ievel k. This is the highest level; a and b are in (k = 

min@, b)). Find the neamest node of node a and b in this level, which is a and c. Find path 

a-zc by DijLstra's algonthm, and qpiy the D* to a lower level network to find the 

optimal path fiom node b to node c. Finaly, the best route fiom a to b can be obtained, 

which is the combination of the optimal paths from a- and c-zb. 

Figure 3.7. Searching ushg ''Hierarchical Structure''. 

To search for the optimal path between the two given nodes using this approach, 

D* aigorithm will be applied to different road networks. The searching time for the 

opamai paths will k reduced by using the "hierarchcal structure" approach because of 

the classification of the road networks. The Iarger the networks, the more advantageous 

this approach will be shown. The negative side of this approach is that different databases 

corresponding to different kinds of road levels should be established, which is definitely 

not an appropriate way from the point of view of saving storage space, especially when 

road networks are quite large. 

A new approach, named road-based searching, has been proposed recentiy in this 

research. This approach is based on the object-oriented data mode1 of the network and 



knowledge-based searching. In this model, several b d s  of classes (abjects) which 

include point, node, segment, ma& Master- node, and Mlaster-edge for rnodeling the road 

network have been denned The major merence between this method and the methods 

mentioned above is that in the searchg process much more kmwledge is use& which is 

something badiy needed for improving the efficiency of any kind of mute seafching 

algorithms. The i n f o d o n  which is used in the searching process includes, but is not 

iimited to, spatiai related information such as position. direaion, non-spatial information 

of the roads (such as speed limits. number of lanes. classes of the roadsds) as well as al l  

kinds of relatiomhips among nodes, segments and roads. The largest unit considered 

when moving the search from the cumnt node to the next node is " a road" or 'part of a 

road" instead of 44segxnent", which is the largest unit in segment-based searching. It is the 

f k t  tune a road is treated as a whole unit in the optimal path searching process. The 

searching steps are su-d as follows: 

1. Road seiecting: The algoritbm will first examine the positions of the given nodes 

(relativeiy origin node and destination node), calculating the distance between the two 

noàes and its direction. Secondly, it examines some of the roads in order to locate a 

road (or part of a road) which best fits the distance and the direction of the given 

nodes. The s ~ I ~ c M ~  process is based on the propertïes of the roads and the 

information of the given end nodes. 

Some of the factors that should be considered or the niles that shodd be followed in 

the process of road selecting include: 

Direction of the road: The smaller the clifference of the directions between the 

selected r o d  and the straight line fo& by linking the two given nodes, the more 

priority the road will be given. 

Average swed of the road: The larger the speecl., the mon pnority will be given to the 

road. 



Distance covered bv the road: If two roads have the same direction and average speed, 

the one with a longer projection on the iine f o d  by the origin to the destination 

node wiiï be giwa more pnority. 

Straighmess of the ma& This value codd be the ratio of the actual tength of the road 

to the Euclidem distance between the two selected points (which are closest to the 

origin and destination node respectively) on the road. 

Average distance between the selected r d  and the line formeci by the two given 

nodes. 

Figure 3.8 gives an example explaining why road N0.2 is chosen instead of No. 1 if 

one road mut  be selected fiom the given two roads as a part of the optimal path fkom 

node A to node B. 

Road N0.2 

Figure 3.8: Some of the factors considered in the process of road selecting 

2. Bridging the gaps: After the first sep, a number of roads (or a number of parts of 

roads) are selected AU these ma& are not required to be comected to each other, 

which meam that a gap between neighbotiag roads is permitted. The gaps between 



the roads are bridged by the optimal paths obtained by appIying D* algorithm or A* 

algorithm to the road netwok 

3. Combination: The resulàng route is the combination of the selected roaàs and the 

optimal paths comecting them. 

When this aigorithm is used to find the optimal route between two aven points, 

the "inteIligence" and '%etter space reasoning" of this searching method will help to get 

the right solution in much less the. 

Connecting roads by 
Road selecüng is based on - ap"ma' paths obtained by 
its propertics and relative D* or A* algoritbms 
relatïonships to the origin 
and destinanon nodes 

R1 

Ri 

Figure 3.9. Road-based searching 

An example is given below just to iilustrate the efficiency of this approach. To 

find the optimal path between node O, and node 34, 42 iteration times are required by 

using A* algorithm while ody two iteration times are needed by using the road-based 

searching m e t h d  

A number of examples will be given to show the features of the different 

algorithm mentioned above and the results of the selected "optimal paths" are also 



cornpareci with each other to demonstrate the relationship between accuracy and the 

searching t h .  



IMPLEMENTATION AND RESUCT ANALYSIS 

The purpose of this section is to nimmarizc the basic feanires for each algorit)im_ 

and analyze thcir advantages and disadvantages. Fît, the data structure used in the 

existing RGS systems to store the road network data will be illustrated, and then the 

features of difTerent algorithms will be summarized. The results of representative 

algoRthms for optimal path searching will be given and compared- 

4.1 Data structure used in the cxWing road netnorks 

Right now, the data smictures used to store the road network data are rather 

simple. Under this structure, only n& and segment-related data are stored in the 

database. Data used to calculate the optimal path include spatial and non-spatid data such 

as the coordinates of the node, the ID ind type of road the segments belonging to, as 

weil as the topology of the nodes. Some data nich as trini impediments and average speed 

of the road, which are related to the calculation of the optimal paths - paths with the 

minimum travel time are not included in this data structure. In other words, this kind of 

data stnicture can only be used to calculate the optimal path - path with the minimum 

distance. 

The data structure used in the existing RGS system to store ail the Calgary road 

network data is iJlustrated in Figure 4.1. In this stmcture, feature head, feature segment, 

and feahue node an singly linked iist structures with the followhg declarations [Karimi, 

199 11: 



Feature head Feanue segment 

-cm_? Feature node 

- 
- 
- 

Figure 4.1: The data structure for the storage of the road network RGS system 

structure Feature-Segment 

{ 
int Featm-code; 
char Feature-type; 
char S~b~feature~type; 
char Name[m]; 
char st.=t-fype[nl; 
char Feature-direction[n]; 
Feature-Segment * Next-Segment;. 

stnicture Feature-node 
{ 

int Feature-code; 
int Sequence-number; 
int Se~tion~number; 
int Nodeodenumber, 
char NOktypebl; 
int JLUTM; 
ht y-UTM; 
int Addres~~before~left; 
int Addrrss-before-right; 



int 
int 
int 
int 
Feature-node 

1 

It is clearly seen fkom this structure that data related to the nirn impediment are 

not included Actually, the type of intersection and the number of intersections of the road 

are some of the major factors that should be considered in the shortest path ( path with the 

minimum travel the )  searching. 

Considering that the objective of this research is to search for the optimal path - 
path with minimum travel time rather than the path with minimm distance, more 

information such as tum impediment, average speed and the numkr of lanes of each road 

should be added to the database, Two simulated road networks are used here to 

demonstrate the features of dinerent optimal path searching algorithms. 

As mentioned before, the D* algorithm can be used to find the opthai paths fiom 

the origin node to any other nodes of the network. This section wiU point out the major 

features of this algorithm by summanzing the rrsults obtained in this research. 

Let us h t  review the general structure foilowed by the standard D* minimum 

path algorithms. 



Set the label of the origin node to O. The label of ai l  the other nodes is set 

to hfinity. 

Ln= infinity; L O - O  

S'mP2-decisi011logic 

Choose a node i. For alI  arcs ij emanating fiom node i: 

Check arc ij, if 

Li+cij<Lj thenLj =Li+cij. 

Step 2 exarnines a l l  of the arcs emanating h m  node i. If using these arcs ailows 

the vehicle to travel to my node j faster then the current '%est" route to node j, 

then an: ij is placed on the minimum path h m  the ongin node O to node j and the 

label of node j is updated. 

STEP 3 - Jtopping criteriou 

Repeat step 2 until no arcs satisfy the inquality. 

The major variation between the different algorithms pertains to the rnanner in 

which the nodes in step 2 are identified and selected for examination. It is this step 

selection process that gives rise to the different dgorithms and their respective attributes. 

The basic premise of this aigorithm is that dii0ng each iteraiion the "set" section 

of the minimum path tree expands by one node. The reliance on selecting the node with 

the lowest label is the reason that this algorithm is sometimes rcfemd to as the shortest 

fîrst algorithm. 

The= are two important points to be noted regarding the operation of this 

algorithm. The k t  point is that if only a particular minimum path route between an 

origin and a single des~ation is tequired, the aigorithm can be stopped as soon as the 

label of that destination node is set. This type of operation is often refemd to as onet01 

one mode. Consequentiy, this algorithm may be used in RGS where the objective is to 

fînd a minimum path h m  a given ongin to a single destination for an individual vehicle. 



The second point to note is that i f  the minimum path tree is required h m  one 

origin to a i i  possible destinations, then exactly n-1 iterations of the algorithm are 

requinid. This relationship arises because e d y  one labei is set at each iteration. 

This dgonthm, although guaranteed to idetltify the optimal route, is somewhat 

inefficient because the niininium paths to many nodes are caldated which are not on the 

optimai path h m  the origin node to the destination node. This is evidenced by the 

circular nature of the solution. Two typical exampIes an @en below just to show the 

general case when D* algorithm is applied to a netwodc to fînd the opnmal path. 

Figure 4.2 shows the searching area kfore the optimal path (minimum distance 

path represented by the red line) b m  node 12 to 22 has ken  fomd AU the nodes with 

the length of opthai path less than the optimal path Iength from node 12 to node 22 are 

searched before the solution has been found. 

Figure 4.2: Example of D* algorithm 

Figure 4.3 shows the searching area and the nodes examined More the optimal 

path (which is defïned as the path with the minimum travel time represented by the red 

h e )  fiom node 12 to node 22 was found. AU the nodes with the ?rave1 time of the 

optimal path less than the travel time of the optimal path nom node 12 to node 22 are 

searched before the solution has been found. 



Figure 4.3: Example of D* algorithm 

A lot of computation has demonstrated that when this algorithm is applied to a 

road network for optimal path searchuig, the searching area is " a  circle" centered at the 

origin node with the radius (L) equal to the cost of the optimal path from the source node 

to the destination node, which means that a l l  the optimal paths of the nodes with the cost 

less than L wiU be calculated. 

Destination node: D 

The area covercd by 
the road network 

Figure 4.4:Searching space in D* algorithm 



Figure 4.4 demomtrates the featurr of this aigorithm graphicaily. It shows the 

relatiomhip between the searching area and the area covered by the road neîwork One 

point that should be noted is that the cost of the optimal path couid k the minimum 

distance, mùrimum navel t h e  or whatever cost defined by the user- 

If the bi-directional searching method is appiied to the network, the searching 

space will be Iimited to the d e r  area show in Figure 45, which suggests that the 

efficiency has k e n  improved a linle bit by this approach. 

path in D* algorithm 

Area covered by road network 

Figure 45: Relatioaship between the searchg spaces in D* and Bi-D* algoritbms 

4.3 Resuit anaipis on A* slgorithms 

A* algorithm is an improved approach to the D* algoritbm, in which the 

searching space is greatly reduced because of the fact that additional information is used 

during the searching process. From the snidies on A* algo~tbms, it can be concluded that 

by using this algorithm the searching area becomes efiptical in shape rather than the 

circula. shape associakd with the D* algorithm. 



Figure 4.6 is one of the typical examples shuwing this feature, where the objective 

is to find the optimal path h m  node 12 to node 32. The seafching space wiii be the 

whole area covered by the network in the case whcre D* algorithm is used for the optimal 

path. However, the searchg space is constrahed within the eiIiptical area 

(appmximately) in A* aigorithm. 

Figure 4.6: Example of A* algorithm 

Figure 4.7: Searching space in A* algorithm 

The studies have shown that when A* algorithm is applied to road networks, it 

tends to search outward Mm the source node in more of an eiiiptical rather than circuiar 

rnanner where the major axis of the ellipse is the straight line between the two end nodes. 



The relationship berneen the searching space and the area covered by the road nctwork is 

represented by Figure 4.7. 

The relatiomhip ktween the searching spaces in A* and BA*( Bi-directionai A*) 

aigorithm is represented by Figure 4.8. 

r 
Searching arcas in Searching space in 

A* aigorithms 

I The area of the road netwotk 

Figure 4.8: Relationship between the 
searching spaces in BA* dgorithm and A* 

These two figuns show graphicaily the advantages of A* algorithms over the 

corresponding D* algorithms when used in opamal path searching. 

4.3.2 Relative e m r  analysis on A* algorithm 

When A* algorithm is use& the searçh space is rnuch more limited than that used 

in D* algorithm. One of the concems of this approach is if it is possible to get the right 

solution by searching the lïmited area using A* algorithm. A series of sensitivity analyses 

were performed to illustrate some of the issues involved using A* and B-A* aigorithms 

to calculate optimal paths for RGS applications. ki particuiar, the relationship between 

the number of nodes involved in the searchg procas and the acciiracy of the solution 

was examineci for A* algorithm as compared to the D* algorithm. 

The challenge for RGS developers is to iden- the appropriate functions to 

estimate travel cost for their particular applications. As stated previousiy, the minimum 



paths requirrd by most RGS are based on travel the. In this research the escimated cost 

of travel is nprrsented by equation [2] where the estimated travel cost to node k from 

node j is in time uni&. 

where: ve = estimated speed 

Note that because Iink mvel times in trafic networks are non-Eudidean (Le. a peson 

c m  travel M e r  on one route but arrive earlier than if a person had chosen an alternative 

route) there is no guarantee that equation [2] gives a lower bound. However, as long as 

V, is greater than any link travel speed on the network, then the estimated travel time 

wilI be a Iower bound - it may take longer but never shorter than the estimated straïght 

line travel time. This implies that the aigorithm wil l  be guaraateed to fkd the optimal 

solution. 

To fonnaiize this, suppose we denote by L the actual cost fiom the source node S 

to the d e s ~ a t i o n  node D and denote the eshated cost of the optimal path by L'; then 

there is the theorem saying that " if L I L' for every node n, the A* algorithm will always 

find an optimal path. 

The appropriak value of \re is probably best estimated based on empirical tests 

for each network. One could choose an unnalistic speed (Le. 200kmh) that would 

guarantee convergence but this couid add significantly to the computation time. It should 

be noted that as the value of V, approaches infini@, the estimated travel the tends 

toward O and the A* algorithm is effectively the same as the D* algorithm. As the value 

of V, appmaches 0, the reverse occurs and the estimated travel time takes on greater 

importance. The end nsult is that the solution space is significantly constrained and the 

probability of hduig the optimal solution is reduced. In the latter case, however, the 

algorithm is computationdy faster because of the constrained search space. 



Two figures are given below to show the relationships between the nmber of 

nodes hvolved in the sarching process, the average spced used in A* dgonthm, as well 

as the accuracy of the solution. 

No, of nodes involved 
in the searching 

Average speed used 
in A* algorithm 

Figure 4.9: Relationship between the number of nodes involved in 
the searching pmcess and the' average speed used in A* algorithm 

Figure 4.9 shows a graph of the number of nodes involved in the searching 

process as a function of the average mvel speed used in the estimated travel tirne. The 

number of nodes involved in the optimal path rarching pmcess by D* algorithm is 56, 

which is the special case w h m  the average speed is equal to infinity. It can be seen fiom 

this figure that the number of nodes increases as the travel speed used to estimate travel 

tirne increases. This pattern would be expected because as the value of average speed 

increases, so does the search area. 

Although the A* aigorithm heuristics are supenor to the D* algorithm in terms of 

computation tune, it should be remembered that they are not guaranteed to find the 

optimal solution. 



Figure 4.10 shows a graph of dative error versus average travel speed used in A* 

algorithm. In this con- the dative enor is defined as the h a s e  in O-D route travel 

tirne, aS identifiecl by the A* dgorithm, as cornpared to the optimal O-D route travel the, 

as identified by the D* algorithm_ 

Average speed used 
in A* algorithm 

- 

I r - r w 

Figure 4.10: The relationship between relative 
error and average travel speed used in A* 

The relative error in travel time ranges from O to 5846. As would be expected, the 

relative emr decreases as V ,  increases and this decrease secms subject to exponentiai 

function. The reduction in relative error is due to the fact that the search area iacreases as 

average speed increases and therefore, the probabfity of finding the optimal route also 

increases. 

From an analysis of Figures 4.9 and 4.10, it may be seen that for the simulated 

road network an average speed of 70 kmh is appropriate for the A* algorithm. This 

would result in an approximate 60% decrease in computation tirne, as c o m p d  to the D* 

aigorithm, and a relative error of approximately 1.0%. 



In this section, the road-based searcbing aigorithm is applied to the road network 

shown in Figure 4.10 to calculate the optimal paths. The relationship between the 

iteration times and relative unw was examineci for the road-based searchg algorithm as 

compared to the D*, A*, and BA* algorithms. Considering that window-based searchg 

and hierarchical structure-based searching methods, which are derived fiom D* 

aigorithm, have the same characteristics as that of D* algorithm in tems of searching 

space and efficiency, the nsults of these two methods are not Iisted in the foîïowing 

tables, 

Figure 4.10: First simulated network 



Listed in the following four tabIes are the d t s  by D*, A*, BA* and road-base 

searching aigorithms for ciiffereut routes. One thiag that should be mentioned here is that 

the average speed used in A* and BA* algorithm is 70 km/h, which is considered the 

most appropriate speed making A* aigorithm get to the right solution with minimum 

examined nodes. The relative emr of the d t  for A* algorithm is dependent on the 

selected average speed 

Table 4.1: Result cornparison for mute nom 10 to 29 

List of nodes in "the 
optimai path" 

Same as the resuit of 
D* aigorithm 



Table 4.2: R e d t  cornparison for mute h m  6 to 28 

List of nodes in "the 
optimai path" Relative errai 

BA* algorihm 

Road- based 
searching 

Table 4.3: R e d t  cornparison for mute nom 2 to 34 

Relative en01 List of nodes in "the 
optimal path" 

BA* aigorithm 



Table 4.4: Result cornparison for route h m  46 to 32 

BA* aigoritlm Same as above 
-- - 1  

It can be seen fiom these examples that in some cases the "optimal path" using 

different algorithms is the same; the only dinerence is in the iteration times for different 

algonthms. Iteration times for D* algorithm are much more than those of A* and BA* 

algorithm. 

The BA* algorithm is more effective than A* algorithm. This is evidenced by the 

number of nodes examined in the searching process. A lot of caiculations have shown 

that the computation time in BA* algorithms is usually reduced up to 50% when 

compared to the A* algontbm. Altbough these examples show that the relative error for 

BA* algorithm is 096, it does not mean that the optimal paths are always 10% 

guaranteed using this algorithm. An example shown in Table 4.5 is given to show this 

case. 



Figure 4.1 1 : Second simulated network 



Table 4.5: R e d t  cornparison fot route fiom 60 to 29 

Compared Mth the results obtained by using other algorithms, road-based 

searching algorithm always has the least iteratïon numbers. The larger the network, the 

larger the diâerence of iteration times will be. Here the number of iteration times is the 

measurement of efficiency for different algorithms. The D*, A* , and BA* algorithms 

will examine alI the nodes involved in the road network once d u ~ g  each iteration and 

the road-based algorithm wil l  examine ali the roads included in the road network, The 

computation time will approximateiy be the same in both situations. Compared to D*, 

A*, and BA* algorithms, road-based searching algorithm is more efficient in terms of 

searching tirne. 

The optimal paths are not 100% guaranteed in using the road-based searching 

algorithm. However, the solutions an always close to the best ones. This is evidenced by 

the accuracy of the road-based searching, which ranges from 0% to 9.32. 

Iteratïonpmes 

69 

26 

16 

2 

0.3472 

0.3472 

0.3680 

0.3597 

ALgorithms 

D* akdm 

A* 

BA* aigorithm 

R o a d - b d  
searctiing 

Road-based searching process is guided by spatial and non-spatial information, 

which is the major feature that distinguishes it h m  others. It integrates aU the beauties of 

other methods. hiring the searching process it examines "roads" rather than "'segments'' 

Relative emn 

0% 

0% 

6.0% 

3.6% 

List of nodes in "me 
optimal path" 

60,59,58,57,07 
1,2,7, 12.17, 18, 
19.24,29. 

same as above 

60,59,58,57, O, 
5, 10, 1s. 20,21, 
22,23, 24,29 

60,59,58, 57, O, 1, 
2,3,4,9,14,19, 
24,29 



because of the adoption of object-onented data m&I, which sipnincantiy d u c e s  the 

number of nodes involved in the sean:hing proass, and thus reduces the searchiag time. 



C&AVTERS 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The main purpose of this rrsearch is to investigate the applicability of object- 

orientation in road network modehg and to examine the dative emKs and efficiency of 

the A* algonthm, BA* algorithm, and the newly proposed algorithm - the road-based 

searching algorithm. This chapter summarizes the main conclusions and 

recommendations obtained from thïs research. 

5.1 Conclusions 

Road networic modeling benefits h m  the objectsriented technology in te- of 

elegant architecture, faster development and high quality, better pe r fomce  as well as 

reducing data ndundancy. 

An object-oriented data model is appropriate in modehg road networks where 

the data is complicated by the fact that it is encapsulated with rich interna1 amiutes and 

structural relations between components. Conventional approaches separate spatial and 

non-spatiai information, which d u c e  efficiency and endanger data integrity. Object- 

onented models show their suitability by providing important feanires such as data 

abstraction and specifications in constructing complex objects. 

1. As a basic unit in objectaientecl data modeling, an object encapsulates both state and 

behavior feaaires. Objects c m  be as simple or as complex as the application demands; 

more complex objects can be coastructed from combinations of existing objects 

which cm, in tum. be simple or complex objects. The mapping of real world objects 

is 1: 1 to objects in the object-oriented data model, whereas it is 1:N in conventional 

data models. In this way, the object-oriented data model captures the semantics of real 

world objects more directly in a database. 



2. The suppo~ for the treamwit of complex objects and the mechanhm for data 

strucauing such that data concerniag a singk spatial is not decomposed into dinerent 

stnictufes in objecî-oriented data model, makes the representation of complex objects 

and the query to them much easier and efficient There is no need to break up large 

objects for storage in normalized tables and reassemble them at nm time via slow 

joining operations. Information access is usually achieved by navigation through 

pointers and no physical operations are needed to reconst~~ct the information h m  

pieces as in the relational model. So iriformation access become more dinct and 

straighnomard both concepnially and physically, and manipulating efficiency is 

impmved. 

3. The definition of classes and objects in the data model for road networks facilitates 

the implementation of the road-based searching algorithm. With the object-oriented 

data modeling, orgaaization of the data related to the road network becornes much 

more efficient with less storage space bemg w d  and much more information king 

provided. Ail the optimal path searching algorithms. especially the road-based 

searching algorithm, cm benefit h m  this modeling. 

From the implementation and testing of optimal path searching algonthms, the 

following conclusions can be given: 

1. D* (Dijkstds) aigorithm is a strict and standard algonthm for optimal path searching 

upon which almost aü the heeuristics-based seaiches are b d t  on. This algorithm can 

be used to calculate the optimal path h m  source noâe to all  the nodes of the road 

network The searching space is "a circle" centered at the source node with the radius 

equal to the cost of the optimal path h m  source node to the destination node. 

Computationally, this algorithm in the worst case, requires 0(N2 ) operations. This 

quantity is directly related to algorithm run the.  For larger networks, the number of 

operations is increased tremendously. The O(N' ) ninning time for larger networks is 

not appropriate and not acceptable. 



2. The A* algontbm improves the D* algorithm by limiting the searching space into an 

eiliptical rather than cirçular shape associated with the D* a l g o r i h  As expected, the 

A* algorithm gave better d t s .  AIthough not guaranted to find the optimal route 

when the average speed used in this algorith is less than the real travel speed, the 

relative error in route travel time was relatively small and the computation tune was 

faster than the D* algorithm. From an analysis of Figures 12 and 13, it may be seen 

that for the simulated road network an average speed of 70 kmh is appropriate for the 

A* algorithm. This would result in an approxmiate 60% decrease in computation 

t h e ,  as compand to the D* algorithm, and a relative error of appmximately 1 .O%. 

3. BA* (Bi-directional A*) algorithm also performs greatly in the simulated network in 

ternis of computation time and relative emr. Theoretically, the searcbug space of 

BAr algorithm shodd be smaller than that associated with A* algorithm. The ody 

problem with this approach, when applied to larger networks, could be the relative 

error, because there is no guarantee of finding the optimal path. It may be beneficial 

for the proposed RGS to have a number of algorithms available that could be used in 

different situations. 

4. Usually, the "optimal path" obtained h m  the road-based searching algorithm is 

acceptable, with accuracy ranging b m  0% to 10%. The advantage of this algonthm 

over D*, A*, or BA* algorithms is that the computation time is greatiy reduced; only 

10% - 20% computation tirne is rrquirad as compared to A* algorithms. 

5. The data set used in an acaial RGS will be significandy more extensive than the 

simulated network. Consequently. the optimal path calculation time will be higher. In 

addition, the operathg pladorm, and other factors relating to the implementation of 

the algorithm, will ail &fkt the results. However, the basic algorithms, issues and 

relationships discussed here wil i  re& the sarne. 



For this work to be integrated in real road guidance systems and provide users 

with a l l  the functiom neded for route guidance, some fuaher work needs to k done. 

This includes: defining more object types such as place of interest, shopping center, and 

park, improving the interface for information retrieval, and simplifying the query 

procedure. 

Currently, the input data for optimal path searchg are the names or the IDs of the 

source node and the destination node. For general users, what they have in mind is the 

name or address of a specific place or an ma, such as Chinatown. If this software is used 

in situations lüre thaf more functions should be developed and provided in addition to the 

nodeID-based searching functions. 

Query languages used in the RGS systems should be more niendly and naturai 

[Leung, 1993, Wang, 19941. L any database systems, data retrieval is requested by a 

query, and a query is coded in a cpery Ianguage. The currently used query languages are 

artificially defineci, and they have shortcomings when applied to remeving geographical 

data in RGS. Many concepts related to geographical data are vague whereas the query 

languages were designed to express precise concepts oniy. For example, a user may want 

to find a motel in the downtown area which is reaso~~~bly  priced and is not very far h m  

the ciry center. However, cumntly used query languages are unable to express the vague 

selection conditions 'reasonable', 'very far', and 'city centers. They can specify precise 

values and value ranges only. In expressing vague concepts the artincidy-defhed query 

languages an infenor to a natural language. The applications of RGS cm be facilitated if 

nanual query languages can be used 
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